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The following ar the minutes of a Meeting hld at Sandia
National Laboratories. Abuurquo (SWA) on Karch 23. 1984.

Attendees included rpr*sentativei from SNLA Division 6431),
te U.s. Nuclear Regulatory ommission (NRC). and Aerospace

corporation. A list of the ttendees is enclosed. The purpose

of the meeting VAs to (1) familiarize SNL personnel ith the
NRC funded radioactive wast package work being carried out at

Aerospace. and 2) familiarize Aerospace personnel with the IMC
ful1ded radioactive waste repository ercrmanc assragzIL
methodology work being crried out at smA. It vas felt that
this familiarity would aid In a better coordination between the
two programs. Presentations were sade by Bruce Crane
(Aerospace) on the NC/Aerospace waste package program. obert
Cranwell (NLA) on the overall NC/SNLA prformance assessment
methodology program, and argaret Chu (lL)) on the source tera

modeling effort being carried out at NLA. The results and

conclusions of the meeting are summarized blow.

* A need for an interfacing and coordination between the

NRC/Aerospace waste package program and the NRC/BNLA

performance assessment methodology development program was

identified. It vas suggested that an initial stop toward

accomplishing this interaction between the two programs

would b an exchange of statements of work, program plans,

technical reports, and monthly progress reports when

apprernite). Any exchange ould be with the approval of

the appropriate NC staff.

* SNLA has developed release scenarios for use in the
performance assessment of waste repositories ir bedded

salt and basalt (see NRC/CR-1667 and NURG/CR-33S3). As
the types of scenarios to be analyzed are Important in
evaluating the integrity of the w44to package, it was
decided that, upon approval by 02C, copies of these
reports be delivered to Aerospace for use in their waste

package program. Furthermo:e, reports identifying release

scenarios for media other than bedded salt and basalt
(e.g.. tuff) will be delivered to Aerospace when completed.

A gap between the single waste package work being carried
out at Aerospace and the far-field performance assessment

work at SNLA Was identified. For example. the models

developed at SNLA can be used to evaluate ground-water
fla rates in the far-field and near-field, but not in te

very near-field (i.e., repository scale). The information

needed by Aerospace. in their work on a single waste
package, includes resaturation times, ground-water flow

rates around single canister (for purposes f assessing
the waste form/waste package interaction with ground

water). nd the chemistry of the ground water. The

capability for obtaining this kind of information does not

currently exist and is critical to the successful
interfacing of the Arospace and ONLA programs.

furthermore, the work by Aerospace involves the study of



only a single waste P&ckage. Thu$, A need eists for
being ble to xtrapolate this information to several
3undred Waste packages contained within a repository.

MSIIA is currently evaluating release scenarios for a
basalt Vet rpository site. This valuation includes
the effects of these cenarios on the natural ground-water
flOv systOM of the site. Information such as potential
flow rates nto repository would be of use to Aerospace
in their PogrA until Mote detailed near-field modeling
can be copleted. Thus. this information vill be
delivered to Aerospace. upon approval by NRC. whenever
available. It i anticipated that such iormation vill
be available vithin the next 6 months.

It WAs suggested that NRC lot up periodic meetings
between SNLA. Aerospace, nd NC for purposes of
discussing the progress and interfacing of the Aerospace
and SINLA programs. or the time being, it was suggested
that John Linehan of NRC act as the coordinator for these
meetings.

Robert K. Cranvell


